TOOL TETHERING GUIDE
HOW TO SELECT AND ATTACH THE CORRECT TETHER

1. OPEN HANDLE TOOLS WITHOUT CAPTIVE EYES
   - Add one of these attachment D-rings.
   - Fasten any of these tethers.
   - Complete tether solution.

2. COMMON TOOLS WITH CAPTIVE EYES
   - Fasten any of these tool attachments using choke-on connection.
   - Fasten any of these tethers.
   - Complete tether solution.

3. COMMON POWER TOOLS
   - Add these choke-on attachment.
   - Fasten preferred tether to choke-on attachment.
   - Complete tether solution.

4. COMMON HAND TOOLS USED IN CLOSE PROXIMITY WORK
   - Add one of these attachment D-rings.
   - Fasten any of these tool attachments.
   - Complete wrist tether solutions.

5. TOOL TETHERS
   - Tool tethering guide.
   - How to select and attach the correct tether.

For additional information and instructions on how to attach FallTech® Tool Tethers and Attachments visit our “How to Install” videos at www.falltech.com/falltechfortools